Concrete Repair Compound Kit

Mega-Crete™ Slurry II with Eco Green Aggregate
Utilizing recycled windshield glass, this easy-to-mix concrete and masonry resurface, and repair compound is four times stronger than concrete. No water needed! Ideal for repairing spalled and damaged concrete.
- Bonds to a variety of materials including concrete, masonry, metal/rebar and wood
- Resistant to fuels and lubricants – ideal for use in industrial and fleet environments
- Can be applied to damp concrete and cold floors down to 35°F (2°C)
- Cure time: hard in 2.5 hours for vehicle traffic

Each kit consists of proprietary polymer blend and aggregate
10 lbs. covers 6 sq. ft. @ ⅛" depth - Item No. 1635354
20 lbs. covers 12 sq. ft. @ ⅛" depth - Item No. 1635348
50 lbs. covers 32 sq. ft @ ¼" depth . - Item No. 1635349
100 lbs. covers 63 sq. ft @ ¼" depth . - Item No. 1635348

Slip-Resistant Ground Stripes

Mega-Stripe™ SR Coating
Quickly install professional, slip-resistant stripes on a variety of indoor and outdoor walking surfaces to improve safety and reduce risk of falling.
- Can easily be applied to rough or irregular surfaces
- Abrasion, chemical and solvent resistant for effective, long-lasting use
- Does not create odor
- Cure time: 6 hours
- Light foot-traffic ready in 3-4 hours at 75°F
- Pkg. Qty. 1
- Size: 400 ml.

Black – Item No. EG57563700
Yellow – Item No. EG57563730
Glow-In-the-Dark – Item No. EG57563740

Pipe Leak Repair

Python-Wrap™ Leak Repair System
Permanently repair leaks, breaks and punctures in all types of piping. Python-Wrap™ Cures quickly to a high-strength patch, reducing costly downtime.

Stock one product to cover all your applications: copper, plastic, clay, cast iron, rubber, lead, aluminum, stainless steel, concrete, fiberglass and PVC pipes
- Apply easily by hand with no mixing and no mess – water activated
- Can be use with fuel pumps, chemical hoses, and warm water pipes. Resistant to gasoline, oil, diesel fuel and a wide range of chemicals, including acids and alkalis.
- Cure time: within 30 minutes

Kits includes wrap, seal, gloves and instructions
5’ L x 2” W for pipe size 1/8” to 1/2” - Item No. P30207
9’ L x 3” W for pipe size 1-1/2” to 4” - Item No. P30242
15’ L x 4” W for pipe size 4” to 8” - Item No. P30257
**AC/Refrigeration Coil and Fin Cleaner**

**Drummond® Slash AC/Refrigeration Coil & Fin Cleaner**
Quick-penetrating, grime-cutting solvent removes the toughest buildup of dirt, grease and lint from coils, fins and filters. Dries quickly and leaves no oily residue. Use regularly to keep equipment clean, efficient and in service.
- Cleans both condenser (hot side) and evaporator (cold side) coils
- Contains no strong acids, caustics or chlorinated solvents – no need to rinse
- Safe on aluminum, steel, brass, most rubbers, plastics and painted surfaces
- Pleasant citrus scent freshens the room
- Pkg. Qty. 3
- Net Wt. 18 oz.
Item No. DA7180

**Moisture Displacer**

**Drummond Repell Moisture Displacer**
Rust preventative and water displacing lubricant penetrates moisture & corrosion and displaces moisture quickly. Reduces downtime and costly equipment repairs by creating a thin film to protect electrical equipment against power drain and electrical current leakage caused by moisture.
- Dries out clamp electrical equipment and reconditions water-damaged equipment
- Non-conductive dielectric strength makes it safe for use on electrical equipment
- Temperature Range: -20° to +350°F
- Pkg. qty. 3
- Net Wt. 20 oz.
Item No. DA6172

**Insecticides**

**Drummond Kibosh Wasp, Hornet, Bee & Yellow Jacket Killer**
A powerful stream shoots up to 20 feet to knock bugs down and kill on contact, allowing you to rid stinging insects from a safe distance.
- Kills with residual action when wasps and hornets return to nests
- Acts as a barrier that prevents insects from entering buildings
- Pkg. Qty. 3
- Net Wt. 14 oz.
Item No. DR8222

**Drummond Raze Crawling and Flying Insecticide**
A residual bug killer that stops crawling bugs in their tracks and keeps killing for up to 12 weeks. Does not contain petroleum or strong perfumes that can irritate employees, customers and hotel guests.
- Non-staining, odorless, water-based formula is safe to use indoors, outdoors, and on most surfaces including furniture.
- Effective against a variety of insects, including fleas, bedbugs, lice and their eggs
- Pkg. Qty. 3
- Net Wt. 16 oz.
Item No. DR8810

**Lawson Spray Handle for Aerosol Cans**

- Instantly turns your aerosol cans into safe, easy-to-use spray guns
- Clips easily into the valve mounting cup of any aerosol can
- Comfortable grip is user-friendly
- Rugged, durable construction; solvent-resistant plastic lasts for years
- Patented safety shield offers worker protection from misdirected spray
- Pkg. Qty. 1
Item No. 97343

**Ordering Is Easy**

**On-Site**
Your Lawson Representative

**Online**
lawsonproducts.com

**On The Phone**
USA: 866.529.7664 Canada: 800.563.1717
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